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Dusk of Autumn

On Mullagha Cairn
The Autumn fern
Was bright with living gold;
From mossy green nook
Each clear, crystal brook
Adown the mountain rolled.

I listened so long,
To the brooklet’s sweet song,
Till lulled in sleep I lay
On Mullagha Cairn
Amid the fern
At dusk of the Autumn day
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Dreamily
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On Mullagh a Cairn
2. Lo then in my sleep, On

Autumn fern Was bright with living gold,
Mullagh steep, Most glorious days were shown,

From mosy green nook, Each clear crystal brook A
When proud native lords With broad native swords Still
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down the mountain rolled. I listened so

guarded green Tyrone. And high in the

long To the brook's sweet song, Till lulled in sleep I

hall Of great Hugh O'Neill I heard the harpers

lay On Mullagh Cairn Amid the

play, And warriors stern Rose from Mullagh

fern At dusk of the Autumn day.

Cairn In my dream of that Autumn day.